ACCESSORISE WITHOUT COMPROMISE THIS CHRISTMAS

With Christmas just around the corner, our days are filled with lists of presents to
buy, cards to write and thoughts of what we are going to wear for that special
Christmas party. It’s very tempting to rush out and buy a new dress but then we have
to buy shoes, a bag and accessories to go with it and chances are we’ll only wear it
once!

Sym Jewellery has a beautiful range of stunning diamond earrings and pendants that
are sophisticated and timeless and can change your look and make you feel like the
belle of the Christmas ball. Furthermore, if you have a specific idea in mind to go
with the theme of your party, why not treat yourself and commission Sym to create a
bespoke piece of jewellery individual to you and be the envy of all your friends.

Every girl has a good old faithful little black dress in her wardrobe, so why not dig
that out, save money on that impulse purchase, and instead invest in some beautiful
jewellery that will not only bring your LBD to life, but can be worn again and again to
revitalise any outfit on any occasion.

Renowned for its exquisite ranges, the quality of the gems is second to none and
Sym works with many leading designers including Dante Cenci, to create unique
collections that can be worn for a lifetime.
Especially for Christmas…

The three colour pearl necklace is a stunning, classical piece of jewellery that
combines the three beautifully coloured freshwater pearls interspaced with
diamonds, perfect to enhance the décolletage of a plunging neckline and because it
is such a statement piece there’s no need for other accessories.

If you are looking for something simple, yet beautiful and versatile, Sym has several
collections which include diamonds set in pendants, earrings and rings which can be
purchased individually or as a collection to be worn together for a special occasion or
separately simply to demonstrate your understated elegance.

Wanting WOW factor?
In contrast and for a WOW factor statement piece, Sym has the ultimate in
contemporary styling with a Rhodium Plated Silver ring with dramatic Blue Topaz
and diamonds – also available in 18 carat yellow or white gold, this ring is the must
have ring of the festive season.

Sym understands that buying jewellery is a very personal experience and is
passionate about helping people make informed choices and purchasing beautifully
crafted jewellery of the highest quality. They are committed to buying British and
from conflict-free suppliers and are proud to be working with seven of the country’s
specialist workshops.

So, if you would like to bring some magic and sparkle to your Christmas party and
impress your friends with your fabulous new ‘outfit’ then please contact Sym
Jewellery on 01254 233893, email info@symweddingrings.co.uk or log on to
www.symweddingrings.co.uk and they will be more than happy to help you.
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